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Abstract
we study a solution of the field equations for dilatonic gravity and

obtain its post-post-newtonian limit. It tr¡¡ns out that terms to this and
higher ordens in the expansion may become impontant in strong gravita-
tional fields, even though the post-newtonia¡ limit coincides with that of
General Relativity. This suggests that strong gravitational fields can only
be süuüed by ocact solutions of the field equations.
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1 Main Text
In recent yea,rs there has been an increasing interest in tensor-scalar theories of
gravit¡ as they a¡ise naturally in several unification models. However, for the
slow motion, weak field limit, the PPN formalism [1] has proved to be a very
powerful tool to restrict theories that are phisically viable. On the other hand,
with binary pulsar obserr¡ations the tests of the strong field regime have begun,
but again, the measurements have further limited the possible alternatives to
General Relativity [2]. Here we will suggest, by means of an example, that
the PPN framework may be incomplete, and therefore, that exact solutions to
the field equations may be the only way to describe certain aspects of physical
systems in strong fields.

We shall be concerned with the action:

s : | ¿f rrFi(R- z(vó¡z - "-2aóF2), (1)

where R is the scalar curvature, Q the dilaton, F* the Maxwell tensor and
a the (non-minimat) coupling parameter. For a I 0, t/3,t we obtain back,
respectivelg Einstein-Ma:cwell, Kaluza-Klein and Low-Energy Superstring the-
ories, but we shall consider the general case with arbitrary a. It can be easily
checked that the metric [3]:

d,s2 : -(1 - 'flo* * e2h" 5 + rz (ezk" dg2 + sinz 0d62), (z)

with

(r+gd-%)-''"" ror.-fo,
1 for 0 _0 (Schwarzschild solution),

and

o- 1n(t-'-\
2o-'-\- , )'

is an arcisymmetric static (indeed, quasi spherically symmetric) solution of the
field equations for the action (1) in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates. The above
expression for e'ko, which is the contribution from the dilaton to the metric,
can be rewritten as:

e2k, - (, * D2a2 sínz o\ -tlo'
e -\'-@) '

Here D is the dilatonic charge, defined by [4]:

""o'-{
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Now, let us obtain the series expansion of the metric (2) in powers of r, in
order to be able toio*p*t it withthe PPN ercpansions. To do so, we perform
a transformation to a ttpseudo-isotropic" coordinate system by means of:

r _ E(l * #),,
thus obtaining:

d,sz _ e'k" (r + ffi)'{ar" + dy, + d,z2) . W@dv - adx)2

_ (r - ffi)2 ¿rz-dwdt', (4)

where (r,y,z) arc related to (8,0,Q) through the usual cartesian to spherical
coordinate transformation. Note that, for large r,, R ,-, r. We have then the
following expansions:

9tt :

9uc :

9aa :

9rz :

9ra :

(5)

The post-newtonian limit corresponds to terms o(U R2) io gt and o(llR)
in g¡i, and it coincides with the same limit for General Relativity. It should not
be surprising then if this metric passes the classical tests for the solar system,
that is, for a weak field, slowly moving system of particles (for a study of this
metric in the sola¡ system see [5]), even when the scala¡ interaction is taken
into account. Observe that the dilatonic charge D appears in the expansion
only at orders of O(IlR') itt g¡j, which correspond to the post-post-newtonian
expansion. Surprisingl¡ this charge cannot be eliminated from the metric for
d. + 0 if the ma.ss parameter m I 0. But, contrary to what happens in the
PPN expansion with scalar field, here the interaction of the scalar field in the
metric is weaker as the coupling parameter a gets larger. This is because D has
a discontinuity for a: 0, a.s can be seen from (3):

IED:oo*Dlo:o:0.
For the post-post-newtonian limit, corresponding to terms O(llR4) in gu

and O(LIRz) in g¿j, a appears in the metric terms through the value of D. Again



contrary to the PPN expansion of scalar theories of gravit¡ the predictions of
this theory will be üloser to those of General Relativity if th; vatué of a is large,
that is, if the coupling with the scalar field is big. Of course, the special case
a : 0 should be treated just as the Schwarzschild solution.

Scala¡ theories of gravity have been studied using either spherically symmet-
ric ercact solutions, or the PPN formalism. This analysis shows that maybe it
was too premature to discard some of these theories using only the former meth-
ods, and thus, assuming that the metric (2) could represent an actual physical
system, it should be possible to describe efiects that would be otherwise over-
looked using the PPN formalism, at least for certain r¡alues of a. Finatlg it
remains to find out whether this metric actually passes the standard tests for
the solar system, and whether its predictions for strong fields agree with binary
pulsar observations.
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